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Correspondence
Reversible Data Hiding in Encrypted JPEG Bitstream
Zhenxing Qian, Xinpeng Zhang, and Shuozhong Wang

Abstract—This correspondence proposes a framework of reversible
data hiding (RDH) in an encrypted JPEG bitstream. Unlike existing RDH
methods for encrypted spatial-domain images, the proposed method aims
at encrypting a JPEG bitstream into a properly organized structure, and
embedding a secret message into the encrypted bitstream by slightly modifying the JPEG stream. We identify usable bits suitable for data hiding
so that the encrypted bitstream carrying secret data can be correctly decoded. The secret message bits are encoded with error correction codes to
achieve a perfect data extraction and image recovery. The encryption and
embedding are controlled by encryption and embedding keys respectively.
If a receiver has both keys, the secret bits can be extracted by analyzing
the blocking artifacts of the neighboring blocks, and the original bitstream
perfectly recovered. In case the receiver only has the encryption key,
he/she can still decode the bitstream to obtain the image with good quality
without extracting the hidden data.
Index Terms—Encrypted image, image recovery, information hiding,
JPEG, reversible data hiding.

I. INTRODUCTION
Reversible data hiding (RDH) is a technique that embeds secret information into a cover image in a reversible manner. On the receiving
side, the hidden message can be extracted and the original image perfectly restored. This technique is especially useful in applications such
as medical and military imaging where the original image must not
be altered after the embedded data are extracted [1], [2]. Unlike robust
watermarking, RDH emphasizes perfect image reconstruction and data
extraction, but not the robustness against malicious attacks [1], [3], [4].
This is useful, for example, in cloud storage. When a database manager
tries to label the files using RDH methods, no transmission is involved,
therefore no errors and attacks either.
Essentially, RDH is realized by making use of redundancy in the
original image. Kalker and Willems established several models for
RDH, and derived the upper bounds of embedding capacity for different applications based on the information theory [3], [4]. Fridrich
et al. proposed a general RDH framework in which some room is
created by lossless compression to carry embedded secret bits as
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an appendix [1]. One popular approach is the difference expansion
(DE) method in which differences of pixel groups are calculated
and expanded to accommodate additional bits [5]. Another is the
histogram shifting (HS) that hides secret bits by shifting the histogram
of pixel values [6]. Other RDH methods have been proposed to
improve embedding efficiency, e.g., the schemes making use of new
prediction or error expansion algorithms [7]–[9], or generating RDH
codes according to the theoretical expressions of RDH [10], [11].
Generally, these RDH methods are useful for embedding data into
images that are open to the data-hider. In some applications, however,
the image owner may be unwilling to disclose the image contents to
the data-hider. For example, the patient’s private information must not
be revealed to the person who embeds data into the medical image,
while the original image must be perfectly recovered and the embedded
data completely extracted on the receiver end. In this case, the channel
provider has to append additional messages such as image metadata,
notation and authentication information to the encrypted version of
the original images. RDH in encrypted images is also suitable for the
buyer-seller system [12]–[14]. The seller of digital multimedia content
encrypts the original data and embeds an encrypted fingerprint supplied
by the buyer. In this case, the seller cannot obtain the buyer’s fingerprint, and the buyer cannot access the original version unless he/she
makes the payment to complete the transaction.
Some methods of RDH in encrypted images have been proposed.
In [15], Zhang divides the encrypted image into blocks, and embeds
one bit into each block by flipping three LSBs of half the pixels in the
block. On the receiver side, the secret bits are extracted and the original image recovered by analyzing the fluctuation of the pixel values
in every decrypted block. Hong et al. improved Zhang’s method by
exploiting correlation of the border between neighboring blocks, and
using a side-match scheme to achieve a low error rate [16]. Zhang further proposed a separable RDH scheme for encrypted images by compressing the encrypted data using a source coding scheme with side
information, making data extraction independent of encryption [17].
Recently, Ma et al. proposed an RDH method for encrypted images by
reserving some room before encryption [18]. To do so, LSBs of some
pixels are first embedded into other pixels using a traditional RDH
method, and the image is then encrypted. As a result, positions of these
LSBs in the encrypted image can be used for embedding information
with the data-hider.
The methods in [15]–[18] are all designed for uncompressed images. As JPEG is widely used, in this correspondence we propose a
novel RDH framework to hide data in an encrypted JPEG bitstream.
The scheme is defined to perturb the principal content of the original
image while preserving the bitstream structure. The secret bits are encoded with error correction codes and then embedded into the JPEG bitstream. On the receiving side, blocking artifacts of neighboring blocks
are used to extract the secret bits and perfectly restore the original
bitstream.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly introduces the framework of the proposed method. The bitstream parsing
and encryption are explained in Section III followed by data hiding issues in Section IV. Reversibility using blocking artifacts is presented
in Section V. Experiments with analysis and comparisons are given in
Section VI. Section VII concludes the paper.
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the proposed framework.

II. GENERAL FRAMEWORK
The general framework of the proposed scheme is sketched in Fig. 1.
Consider the three parties in the entire workflow of encryption-embedding-extraction-restoration: content owner, data hider, and receiver,
whose roles are described as follows.
Content owner: Parse the original JPEG bitstream and encrypt the
bitstream to conceal the principal content of the original image. An
encryption key is chosen by the content owner. The encrypted bitstream
must have the same structure as the original so that it can be decoded
correctly to give an undistorted image.
Data hider: Embed the secret message into the encrypted JPEG bitstream. Suitable positions for data hiding are chosen, and the achievable embedding capacity calculated. Encode plain bits into secretbits
with error correction codes (ECC). The word plain is associated with
the original message to be transmitted, and secret corresponds to the
ECC-encoded and encrypted secret bits. An embedding key is used by
the data-hider for security.
Receiver: Extract the secret message and recover the JPEG bitstream. With both the encryption key and embedding key, the secret
bits are extracted and decoded into plain bits, and the original JPEG
bitstream is perfectly restored. If the receiver only has the encryption
key, an image with good quality can still be obtained approximately.
III. BITSTREAM PARSING AND ENCRYPTION
A. JPEG Bitstream Parsing
According to JPEG standard [19], an image is decomposed to a set
of quantized DCT coefficients in non-overlapped
blocks, and
then coded into a bitstream with entropy encoding. During entropy encoding, the DC coefficients and the AC coefficients are handled separately. The DC coefficients are coded with the Huffman codes after
using a one-dimensional predictor. For AC coefficients, since there are
many zeros, the coefficients are efficiently encoded with the run length
coding (RLC). The quantization tables and Huffman/VLC coding tables are defined and stored in the JPEG file header, which are vital for
entropy encoding and decoding.
The entropy encoded bits are structured by the Huffman codes and
the corresponding appended bits, as shown in Fig. 2, in which the
Huffman code identifies the range of the coefficient magnitude and the
length of appended bits.
Bitstream parsing is a part of the entropy decoding, which analyzes
the compressed bits according to the JPEG structure and the Huffman
tables extracted from the JPEG file header. Suppose we have a JPEG

Fig. 2. Encoding structure for each coefficient.

bitstream obtained by compressing the original image sized
.
segments, each corresponding to an
block
Divide into
of . Details of the division can found in [19]. For the ( )-th block,
,
, the encoded bits can be represented by

where
,
and
are vectors of binary bits,
the
compressed bits of the ( )-th block,
the Huffman code, and
the appended bits. Here
stand for the encoded
(
) the bits of AC
bits of DC coefficients, and
coefficients.
B. Bitstream Encryption
We aim at encrypting a JPEG bitstream into the one that can be decoded into an unrecognizable image directly by a JPEG decoder. Due to
the strict structure of JPEG data, any alteration on individual bit may
cause the failure of decoding. Therefore, special care is taken in the
present work to devise a JPEG encryption scheme.
For that purpose, we do the encryption according to the encoding
structure by selecting and modifying the changeable bits. The encryption procedure consists of two steps, encryption of the appended bits
and encryption of the quantization table.
In the first step, parse the JPEG bitstream, and divide the compressed
segments
bits in into
corresponding to all
blocks. Extract the vectors
of all segments
,
,
,
,
, and concatenate
them to form a new vector,

Denote the vector as
of all appended bits.

where

is the number
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Fig. 4. Usable bocks in the “encrypted image”.

Fig. 3. JPEG bitstream encryption: the left is original, and the right encrypted.

as
With a standard stream cipher function (e.g. RC4 or DES in CFB
based on an enmode), generate a bit sequence
cryption key
- to ensure that the original bits cannot be retrieved
without the key. Calculate exclusive-or of and to generate a new
sequence
:
(1)
Replace all in the original bitstream with the encrypted bits .
Subsequently, we encrypt the quantization tables stored in the JPEG
corresponding to the
file header. Extract the binary bits
quantization tables from the file header, and replace them with
, where
are pseudo-ranis
domly generated bits using another encryption key
- , and
the amount of the binary bits of the quantization tables.
Thus, an encrypted bitstream is generated. Since the file structure
and the Huffman codes are kept unchanged, the encrypted bitstream is
still decodable. However, the contents become unrecognizable because
the quantization tables and all the appended bits are encrypted. Fig. 3
is an example of JPEG image encryption, in which (a) is the image
decoded from the original JPEG bitstream, and (b) an unrecognizable
image decoded from the compressed bitstream.
IV. DATA HIDING IN ENCRYPTED BITSTREAM
A. Locating Appropriate Embedding Positions
When the data hider receives the encrypted bitstream , although
he/she does not know the contents of the original image, additional
data can still be embedded into the image by modifying some bits of .
To locate the appropriate embedding positions, the following two
selection rules are set:
i) Select every other block as a candidate for data hiding, which,
) being an even number
for example, meets the condition (
(
,
).
ii) If all AC coefficients of a candidate block are zero, the block
should be skipped.
An example is given in Fig. 4, in which the dark blocks are used for
data hiding, and the shaded blocks skipped. It should be noted at this
point that, to embed data, it is unnecessary to decode the bitstream
into an encrypted image. Nonetheless, for easy description in the following, one might imagine there were an encrypted image decompressed from .
Let each usable block carry one secret bit, thus the embedding
capacity of the bitstream, , is equal to the number of usable blocks.
into
Each block corresponds to one bitstream segment. Divide
bitstream segments
by bitstream parsing. According to the two selection rules,
usable segments can be identified. Denote these usable segments

(

. From the -th usable segment
), the data hider extracts all appended vectors
of AC coefficients, and embeds one secret bit

into each segment.
B. Data Embedding
Before data hiding, error correction codes are used to encode the
plain message bits. Assuming
codes are used, a total of
plain
bits can be embedded into the bitstream, where
(2)
Therefore the actual number of bits embedded into the bitstream is
(3)
the embedding capacity, and
the net capacity that
We call
is the capacity of the plain message bits. Then, the plain bits
are encoded into
,
(4)
ECC is an error correction function. Several ECC algorithms
can be used to ensure correct extraction of the secret data, e.g.,
convolutional codes, turbo codes, and Low Density Parity Check
, the data hider per(LDPC) codes. Using an embedding key
mutes the ECC-encoded bits into pseudo-randomly distributed bits
.
), the bit
is emFor the -th usable segment (
. Suppose
bedded into the extracted

in which each vector
into
by

consists of

bits. Embed the secret bit

In this way, all the bits in are embedded into the usable segments.
Then, a new bitstream containing secret data is generated.
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of all usable segments. Denote the set of the corresponding appended
bits as

where
exclusive-OR:

. Generate a new set

from

by

Fig. 5. Evaluation of blocking artifact.

V. REVERSIBILITY USING BLOCKING ARTIFACTS
After receiving the encrypted JPEG bitstream that carries embedded secret bits, the receiver should reversibly extract the hidden
data and recover the original bitstream, using both the encryption and
embedding keys. To this end, the blocking artifacts in the image caused
by data hiding are utilized.
A. Definition of Blocking Artifact Function
During data hiding, each secret bit is embedded into one usable segment by modifying some of the appended bits. Thus the corresponding
AC coefficients in the usable blocks are possibly modified, which, in
most cases, may introduce blocking artifacts between a usable block
and its neighboring blocks. Here we define the blocking artifact function, which will be used during data extraction and image recovery.
, and its
As shown in Fig. 5, consider a data-carrying block
,
,
, and
. The blocking artifacts of
can
neighbors
be evaluated by

Replace
with
in the decrypted bitstream to generate a reference bitstream .
Decompress the bitstream
into an image , and into a referblocks. Identify the usence image . Divide the images into
able blocks in and , respectively, using the two selection rules defined in Section IV. Denote the usable blocks as
and
,
. Clearly, there are only
data-carrying blocks in
.
Now, estimate the blocking artifacts of each data-carrying block in
using BAF. For the data-carrying block
and
in images
and , respectively, the blocking artifacts are
and
. Thus the embedded bits can be determined:
if
otherwise
Once the embedded bits are extracted, reorder these bits to pro. Correct the potential
duce according to the embedding key
errors in using the ECC decoding algorithm to find the original secret bits , and extract the original plain message bits :
(6)

(5)
BAF is the blocking artifact function.
B. Data Extraction and Image Recovery
that carries
Having received the encrypted JPEG bitstream
embedded secret bits, the receiver first decrypts the bitstream
and
using the encryption keys. Random bits
are generated with the keys
- and
respectively. Next, the bitstream is parsed to extract the enof the quantization table from the
crypted bits
header, and the original bits of the quantization table recovered:
. All apare collected and replaced with
pended bits
. Thus, a decrypted JPEG bitstream
is obtained.
With the selection rules defined in Section IV, the usable segments
in can be identified. Extract the appended vectors of AC coefficients

Finally, the original image is restored according to by replacing
the data-carrying blocks in with the corresponding blocks in . First,
set the recovered image to be , and then determine the content of
data-carrying blocks in by
all
if
otherwise

(7)

Thus, the original image of the JPEG bitstream is perfectly restored.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
All images used in the experiments are standard gray-scale images
. We compress these into JPEG bitstreams using difsized
ferent quality factors. LDPC codes are used for error correction using
the parity-check matrix proposed in [20] to generate LDPC codes, in
, and the belief propagation algorithm is used in
which
LDPC decoding. Details of the LDPC algorithm can be found in [21].
Fig. 6 gives an example where (a) is the original JPEG image with
, and (b) is an encrypted image carrying secret
a quality factor
) obtained from 750
data, which contains 1980 secret bits (
message bits using LDPC codes. The image in (c) is decrypted from
the received bitstream using the encryption keys
- and
- .
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TABLE II
EMBEDDING CAPACITY (BITS) OF
IMAGES WITH DIFFERENT RDH METHODS

Fig. 7. Accuracy of extracted hidden data using blocking artifacts before error
correction, corresponding to different quality factors.
Fig. 6. Encryption and image recovery: (a) orginal JPEG image, (b) encrypted
image carrying secret data, (c) decrypted, and (d) recovered.
TABLE I
EMBEDDING CAPACITY (BITS) OF JPEG BITSTREAM FOR ERROR-FREE
EXTRACTION WHEN QUALITY FACTOR EQUALS 80, 50, AND 20, RESPECTIVELY

Fig. 8. Quality of decrypted images at different JPEG quality factors.

PSNR of (c) is 38.0 dB with respect to (a). After extracting the embedded 750 message bits from (c), the original image is perfectly recovered as shown in (d), which is identical to (a).
Table I lists embedding capacities (in bits) of the tested JPEG
images, using quality factors 80, 50, and 20, respectively. The embedding capacity and the net capacity are calculated according to
of the LDPC codes, which is chosen for each image to guarantee
that no error occurs in the extracted message. The number of usable
blocks changes corresponding to different quality factors. The larger
the quality factor, the more blocks are usable for data hiding. Net
capacity of JPEG bitstream is always limited by image compression
and encryption. Nonetheless, this level of payload is sufficient for
sized image
many practical applications, e.g., labeling a
using dozens of characters, or hiding several hundred authentication
bits for image protection.
When using blocking artifacts for data extraction, error may happen
in the judgment. Fig. 7 shows accuracy of extracting bits from the bitstream carrying secret data, corresponding to different quality factors.

In most cases, extraction accuracy is close to 0.9, indicating small error
probability of data extraction. These errors can be eliminated by LDPC
decoding, thus showing effectiveness of using blocking artifacts in the
data extraction.
If the receiver does not have the embedding key, but possesses the
encryption keys only, the image can still be decrypted from the encrypted bitstream, naturally with some distortion. Fig. 8 shows PSNR
of the decrypted image corresponding to different JPEG quality factors. It is observed that, compared to the original JPEG image, quality
of the decrypted image is good, and the higher the factor, the better
the quality of decrypted image.
Because the reversible data hiding methods for encrypted JPEG bitstream are very rare, we compare the proposed method with some reversible data hiding methods for plaintext-JPEG or encrypted-uncompressed images. We use the quality factor 80 for image compression.
Experimental results of the approaches are listed in Table II. Capacity
of the proposed method is close to those in the methods [15] and [16]
that were developed for reversibly hiding data into the encrypted data
of uncompressed images. Method [22] has the variable capacity for
JPEG images, which is better than the proposed method. However, the
JPEG images used in [22] are in plaintext form, and the file sizes are
significant enlarged when the payloads are high.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this correspondence, we propose an RDH framework for encrypted JPEG bitstream. The original JPEG bitstream is properly
encrypted to hide the image content with the bitstream structure
preserved. The secret message bits are encoded with ECC and embedded into the encrypted bitstream by modifying the appended bits
corresponding to the AC coefficients. By using the encryption and
embedding keys, the receiver can extract the embedded data and perfectly restore the original image. When the embedding key is absent,
the original image can be approximately recovered with satisfactory
quality without extracting the hidden data.
We propose to encode the plain data bits with ECC such that precise data extraction and image restoration can be achieved. In the experiments, we use the LDPC codes as an example. Other ECC algorithms may also be used. The proposed framework is also applicable
to JPEG-LS and JPEG 2000 with slight modification of the encryption
and embedding schemes according to the respective coding-decoding
algorithms. Future work aims at extending this scheme to robust watermarking schemes for encrypted and compressed images.
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